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Partial tetrasomy 12pter-12p12.3 in a girl with
Pallister-Killian syndrome: extraordinary finding of an
analphoid, inverted duplicated marker
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Cytogenetic analysis in a girl with multiple congenital anomalies indicating Pallister-Killian syndrome (PKS)
showed a supernumerary marker chromosome in 1/76 lymphocytes and 34/75 fibroblast metaphases. GTG-
banding pattern was consistent with the chromosomal region 12pter-12q11. While fluorescence-in-situ
hybridisation (FISH) with a whole chromosome 12 painting probe confirmed the origin of the marker, a
chromosome 12 specific a-satellite probe did not hybridise to it. FISH analysis with a specific subtelomeric probe
12p showed hybridisation to both ends of the marker chromosome. High-resolution multicolour-banding
(MCB) studies revealed the marker to be a der(12)(pter?p12.3::p12.3?pter). Summarising the FISH
information, we defined the marker as an inverted duplication of 12pter-12p12.3 leading to partial tetrasomy
of chromosome 12p. In skin fibroblasts, cultured at the patient's age of 1 year and 9 years, the marker
chromosome was found in similar frequencies, even after several culture passages. Therefore, we consider the
marker to have a functional centromere although it lacks detectable centromeric a-satellite sequences. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first proven analphoid marker of chromosome 12. Molecular genetic studies
indicated that this marker is of paternal origin. The finding of partial tetrasomy 12pter-12p12.3 in our PKS
patient allows to narrow down the critical region for PKS. European Journal of Human Genetics (2001) 9, 572 ± 576.
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Introduction
PKS, a rare disorder first described by Pallister et al1 and later

by Teschler-Nicola and Killian,2 is characterised by tetrasomy

of the complete short arm of chromosome 12. Phenotypic

expression in this disorder varies from multiple anomalies

resulting in perinatal death to the more frequent situation

with sparse hair of temporal alopecia, `coarse' face, pigmen-

tary dysplasia, short and broad hands, severe mental

retardation and seizures.3 The characteristic additional

isochromosome 12p [i(12p)] is usually restricted to fibro-

blasts; it is rarely found in metaphases of peripheral blood. In

the more than 100 patients that have been described so far,

the supernumerary i(12p)s contained the whole short arm of

chromosome 12. There is only a single report with an

apparently analphoid isochromosome 12p in the literature.4

A specific region, which might be responsible for the PKS

phenotype when present in tetrasomic state, has not yet been

described.
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Here we report a girl presenting clinical signs of PKS.

Cytogenetic and molecular analyses revealed an unusual

analphoid marker chromosome of paternal origin, which

could be characterised as an inverted duplication 12pter-

12p12.3. The resulting distal tetrasomy 12p narrows down

the PKS critical region to 12pter-12p12.3.

Patient

The girl was born in 1991 as the third child of healthy non-

consanguineous Italian parents. She has two healthy older

brothers and a younger healthy sister. After an uneventful

pregnancy, delivery was spontaneous at term (birth weight

3.300 g (50th centile), length 49 cm (25th centile), head

circumference (OFC) 33 cm (10th centile), Apgar scores 10/

10/10).

At the age of 1 month she was referred to a children`s

hospital because of apparent dysmorphic signs and heart

murmur. She was hypotonic. Weight, length and OFC were

between the 3rd and 7th centile. Anomalies included small

slightly low set ears, hypertelorism, narrow palpebral fissures,

simian crease on the right hand, asymmetric folds of the legs

and a sacral dimple. Echocardiography revealed an appar-

ently narrow pulmonary artery, a slight supraventricular

stenosis and a small posterio-apical situated atrial septal

defect. Ultrasound of the hips showed a dislocation on the

left side.

We first saw the girl at the age of 1 year. At this time her

weight was 11 kg (97th centile), length 71 cm (10th centile)

and OFC 43.5 cm (3rd centile). Craniofacial dysmorphisms

now included bitemporal sparsity of hair, narrow prominent

forehead, small ears, ptosis, hypertelorism, broad flat nasal

bridge, small nose, long philtrum, thin upper lip, drooping

lower lip and high arched palate. She had broad hands with

terminal hypoplasia of fingers. Developmental retardation

was obvious. These clinical findings strongly suggested the

diagnosis of PKS (Figure 1). At the age of 1 year, 7 months,

severe global retardation, generalised muscular hypotonia,

microcephaly and obesity were noted. Seizures have been

present since the age of 3 years. At the age of 6� years, body

measurements were: height 115 cm (10th centile), weight

30.1 kg (97th centile) and OFC 47.9 cm (53rd centile). There

was no speech. No pigmentary dysplasia could be observed.

Analysis of lactate-dehydrogenase (LDH) activity in blood

was within the normal range. In cultured fibroblasts, LDH-B

expression was not increased in relation to LDH-A.

Materials and methods
Cytogenetics

Metaphase spreads were prepared from skin fibroblast

cultures of the patient and from peripheral blood lympho-

cytes of the patient and her parents following standard

protocols. GTG-, C- and NOR-banding were performed

according to standard procedures.

Molecular cytogenetics

FISH studies on metaphase spreads of cultured fibroblasts

using whole chromosome 12 painting probe (WCP12), 12p

telomeric probe (TelVysion 12p, STS sAVH27) and a-satellite

centromeric probe (CEP12), were carried out according to the

manufacturer's instructions (Vysis Inc., Downers Grove, IL,

USA).

High resolution multicolour banding (MCB) technique

using a chromosome 12-specific DNA probe cocktail was

performed according to Chudoba et al.5

Molecular genetics

To determine the parental origin and the mechanism of

marker formation, we studied the derivative 12p by short

tandem repeat (STR) typing. DNA of the patient and her

parents was extracted according to standard procedures from

fibroblasts and from blood, respectively. The typed STR

markers are listed in Table 1. Primer sequences and

amplification conditions were obtained from the Genome

Database.6 After denaturing sequencing gel electrophoresis

the alleles were visualised by silver-staining.

Results
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood lymphocytes was

performed in the newborn period. Analysis of 75

metaphase spreads revealed a normal female karyotype

with a variant short arm of one chromosome 15

(46,XX,15p+). This structural variant was ascertained by

NOR-, C-, and Q-banding. In one metaphase a super-

numerary marker chromosome was found which was

consistent with that identified later in fibroblasts. Parental

karyotypes were normal except for a paternal variant

chromosome 15p+.

At the age of 1 year metaphase spreads from skin fibroblasts

were analysed. In 50% of GTG-banded metaphases a super-

numerary marker chromosome was found {karyotype:

47,XX,15p+,+mar[13]/46,XX,15p+[13]}.The marker showed

a primary constriction and resembled in size and shape an

acrocentric chromosome of the G-group (Figure 2A). A whole

chromosome 12 painting probe stained the marker chromo-

some completely.Figure 1 Proposita at the age of 1� years.
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Fibroblast cell lines of the now 9 year-old patient were

established. GTG-banding showed an almost identical

mosaic state compared to the initial investigation {karyotype:

47,XX,15p+,+mar[28]/46,XX,15p+[21]}. C-banding failed to

show heterochromatin of the centromeric region on the

marker chromosome (Figure 2B).

After hybridisation with the WCP12, TelVysion 12p and

CEP12 probes, the expected signal distributions were seen on

the normal chromosomes 12. The marker chromosome was

stained completely with the WCP12 probe. No signal for the

centromeric region could be detected with the CEP12 probe.

The TelVysion 12p probe hybridised to both ends of the

marker chromosome, indicating tetrasomy for the subtelo-

meric region of 12p (Figure 3). MCB finally characterised the

marker chromosome as der(12)(pter?p12.3::p12.3?pter)

(Figure 4).

These studies have been performed after several passages of

fibroblast cultures and virtually no differences in the

proportion of cells containing the marker chromosome

could be observed.

The STR typing results indicated a paternal origin of the

marker chromosome (Table 1). In the case of STRs D12S94,

D12S356 and D12S1697 the bands corresponding to the

paternally inherited alleles showed stronger intensities than

the maternal one. Additionally, the STRs D12S94, D12S356,

D12S77 and D12S1697 showed reduction of paternal

heterozygosity to homozygosity in the patient. A main-

tenance of paternal heterozygosity was not observed.

Biparental origin of the normal chromosome 12 homologues

was demonstrated by long arm STR typing.

Discussion
PKS associated with tetrasomy of the complete short arm of

chromosome 12 has been described in more than 100

patients. The distinct phenotype of PKS enables a diagnosis

based solely on clinical manifestations in the majority of

cases.3,7 In our patient, the clinical findings were consistent

with PKS. Nevertheless, cytogenetic analysis did not reveal

the typical finding of supernumerary i(12p) in fibroblasts. By

applying molecular-cytogenetic methods, we demonstrated

the marker chromosome to be an inverted duplication of the

region 12pter-12p12.3. We therefore propose a smallest

critical region of tetrasomy 12pter-12p12.3 to result in the

clinical phenotype of PKS.

Before the introduction of molecular-cytogenetic methods

unequivocal characterisation of marker chromosomes only

based on their banding patterns could be challenging.

Therefore, in the past, identification of an extra chromosome

as derivative chromosome 12p had been confirmed by dosage

effect of the LDH-B gene which is located within

12p12.1?p12.2.8,9 Our case illustrates that even the combi-

nation of chromosome banding methods and LDH-B

measurements might not have identified all PKS patients.

This is of special interest since the clinical phenotype of PKS

is in some instances difficult to recognise, ie in prenatal

ultrasound examination and in prematurely born neonates.

The finding of an unusual marker chromosome should not

exclude PKS as possible diagnosis until further molecular-

cytogenetic analyses are carried out.

FISH with a chromosome 12 specific a-satellite probe did

not show hybridisation to the marker chromosome in our

case, indicating that it lacked detectable a-satellite sequences.

This was also confirmed by C-banding. The marker chromo-

Table 1 Results of STR typing studies in the presented case
with the supernumerary marker chromosome 12pter-
12p12.3

STR Localisation Father Mother Patient Informativity

12pter
D12S94 12p13 1 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 2* Paternal, R
D12S1685 12p13 1 1 1 ±
D12S99 12p13 1 1 1 ±
D12S356 12p13 1 ± 2 1 1 ± 2* Paternal, R
D12S336 12p12-p13 1 1 1 ±
D12S77 12p12 1 ± 2 1 ± 3 1 ± , R
D12S1697 12p11-12 1 ± 3 2 ± 4 2 ± 3* Paternal, R

Cen
D12S87 12p13-q24.1 1 ± 2 1 ± 2 1 ±
D12S83 12q 2 ± 4 1 ± 3 3 ± 4 Biparental

12qter

All informative markers in 12p showed reduction (R) of paternal
heterozygosity to homozygosity in the patient. The genetic order of
markers was obtained from the GeÂneÂthon human linkage map.18

(*Band intensities indicate the presence of more than one copy of
the allele).

A

B

Figure 2 Results of the cytogenetic analysis from cultured
fibroblasts. (A) GTG-banded chromosome 12 pair and the
derivative chromosome 12. (B) C-banding does not stain the
centromeric region of the marker chromosome (arrow).
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some was found in cultured fibroblasts from skin biopsies,

carried out at the age of 1 year and 9 years in 50 and 57% of

cells, respectively. Even after several passages of the fibroblast

cultures, virtually no loss of the extra chromosome could be

observed. We therefore consider the analphoid marker to be

mitotically stable at least in slowly proliferating tissue.

Analphoid supernumerary marker chromosomes have been

reported in more than 25 patients.10 They have been reported

for several autosomes and the Y chromosome, and have

occurred predominantly as isochromosomes or inverted

duplications and less frequently as ring chromosomes or

apparently linear fragments (for review see 11). Like in the

presented case, these markers have always lacked detectable

C-band positive centromeric heterochromatin and a-satellite

DNA. Furthermore, originally acentric chromosome frag-

ments (mostly inverted duplicated short arm chromosomes)

Figure 3 FISH-analysis with the TelVysion 12p probe (Vysis
Inc.) on a metaphase spread of cultured fibroblasts giving signals
on both ends of the derivative chromosome 12 (arrow).

Figure 4 Result of high resolution multicolour banding (MCB) after application of a chromosome 12 specific probe cocktail. The
localisation of the chromosome 12 region specific partial chromosome paints and the used fluorochromes are given in (A). Images were
captured on a Zeiss Axioplan microscope equipped with the ISIS digital FISH imaging system (MetaSystems, Altlussheim, Germany) using
a XC77 CCD camera with on-chip integration (Sony). The resulting pseudocolour MCB patterns for the two normal chromosomes 12 and
the derivative chromosome 12 (m) of the presented PKS patient are shown in (B). The MCB-pattern has been aligned to the GTG-
banding pattern and thus allows the location of the breakpoint; the dark green band in which the break and fusion in the marker took
place corresponds to the band 12p12.3. The centromere of the normal chromosomes 12 is located in the orange band. Ideograms based
on ISCN 1995, 550 bands per haploid karyotype level, for the normal and for the derivative chromosome 12 are depicted in (C). In (D)
the alignment of GTG and MCB banding is shown.
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have been reported, which must have gained stable

centromere function at chromatin devoid of a-satellite DNA

sequences. Due to their mitotic stability, it was proposed that

these analphoid markers contained neocentromeres, a region

of chromatin that may act as a functional centromere.12

The mechanism of formation of the marker chromosome

in our patient appears to be similar to that of two cases

published by Depinet et al.13 The analphoid marker 12p is of

paternal origin; reduction of paternal heterozygosity to

homozygosity in all analysed STRs indicates a postzygotic

mitotic error. Summarising the so far published data on the

mechanism of formation of analphoid, inverted duplicated

markers, postzygotic mitosis as cell stage of origin has been

described three times, while maternal or paternal meiotic

errors could each be delineated only once.13,14 Analphoid

inverted duplicated markers may be generated by a single `U-

type' exchange event involving chromosome breakage and

subsequent reunion between the sister chromatids. A `U-

type' exchange can also be generated by a simple abnormal

event in DNA replication, as suggested by SjoÈsted et al.15

Conversely, isochromosomes of the complete chromosome

12p as well as other short arm isochromosomes mainly

originate from maternal meiosis II errors followed by

rearrangements leading to duplication of the short and loss

of the long arm.16,17

In conclusion, the case presented here allows to narrow

down the PKS critical region to 12pter-12p12.3. Furthermore,

it is the first case with proven analphoid marker of

chromosome 12p.
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